
 

 

September 2016 Newsletter 

 

So after a very poor start to our season it looks like we may have turned a corner.  2 wins on the bounce, 

a chance to reach the 4th round of the EFL Cup and a centre half pairing worth getting excited about.   

 

23/08: Luton Town 0-1 Leeds (EFL Cup 2nd Round) 

Leeds United booked their place in the third round of the EFL Cup as a stunning strike from debutant 

Tyler Denton sealed a 1-0 win at Tuesday night’s League Two hosts Luton Town. Making his Whites 

debut at left back, Denton curled home a 23rd-minute peach from the edge of the area to put United in 

Wednesday night’s third round draw. The victory also made it back to back wins for United head coach 

Garry Monk, who made 11 changes to the lineup that started the 2-0 Championship win at Sheffield 

Wednesday on Saturday in readiness for this weekend’s trip to Nottingham Forest.  

United made an immediate impression but the wrong one when Matt Grimes received a booking in just 

the first minute for clattering Jake Gray. The same player then headed the game’s first chance over the 

bar after eight minutes as the Hatters began brightly. United threatened for the first time after 11 

minutes when Kemar Roofe almost weaved his way through on goal from an angle but his shot was 

blocked, as was the subsequent follow up attempt from Pablo Hernandez. Olly Lee then lashed a 30-yard 

pile-driver over the bar before Luton’s Cameron McGeehan went the closest yet when powering a 25-

yard free kick just over, following Sol Bamba’s foul on Danny Hlyton. A Stuart Dallas effort was then 

deflected wide at the other end but Luton still looked the most likely team to score first until Denton 

produced a moment of magic on his full debut. 

  

 



 

With 23 minutes on the clock, fine work from Grimes saw the ball played to Roofe who laid off to the 

young left back who then nonchalantly curled a 20-yard screamer into the top corner with the edge of 

his boot. And only the crossbar then denied United their second goal just seven minutes later when 

Roofe’s powerful effort cannoned back into the area to Dallas who saw a follow-up effort parried away 

by Christian Walton. Luton’s early pressure had subsided but Marco Silvestri had to show strong hands 

ten minutes before the interval to tip a stinging effort from Jack Marriott over the bar. 

 United immediately countered from the resulting corner and Roofe fed Souleymane Doukara in on goal 

at an angle, only for Christian Walton to divert the striker’s effort away for a corner. But Luton then 

squandered easily the game’s best chance yet shortly before the break when Bamba tried to play 

Marriott offside but misjudged his timing and allowed the Luton striker clean through on goal. Marriott 

rounded the on-rushing Silvestri who then fell over but the Hatters forward then spooned his 20-yard 

effort over the bar when a rolled in finish would have sufficed. Dallas then blazed over from range as 

Leeds looked to respond but Luton had the final chance of the first half in injury time when Lee’s low 

effort from range forced Silvestri into a diving save. 

 Roofe then looked immediately lively after the interval but it was Doukara who had the half’s first effort 

on goal when he curled wide from the edge of the area. Dallas was the next Whites player to threaten 

when his rising effort was deflected over as the game reached the hour mark. But Luton showed they 

were still a threat just two minutes later when McGeehan’s 20-yard free-kick forced Silvestri into a 

brilliant diving save to force a corner. Silvestri then produced an even better but similar save two 

minutes later to deny the same player whose stinging shot was destined for the far corner. At the other 

end, Roofe’s low effort was well held by Walton before Luton then saw claims for a 77th-minute penalty 

waved away after Silvestri dived in on Hylton. 

 Sustained home pressure was beginning to grow and Marriott then squandered another golden 

opportunity when racing clear one on one with Silvestri, only to fire just wide of the right hand post. 

United were under the cosh but the Whites began to press themselves with five minutes left as sub Alex 

Mowatt’s curling effort was saved by Walton. But just one minute later the Hatters wasted another fine 

opportunity when McGeehan slammed a fine chance over from the edge of the box. The Hatters were 

then given four minutes of injury time to force a draw and McGeehan’s header from a 91st-minute 

corner was directed straight at Silvestri. At the other end, Doukara then blazed over before United 

missed a brilliant chance to score their second when Doukara fed Roofe who fired his effort straight at 

Walton from ten yards. But Leeds had done enough to seal a victory and book their place in Wednesday 

night’s draw. 

 Leeds United: Silvestri, Coyle, Jansson (Cooper 74), Bamba, Denton, Murphy (Phillips 58), Grimes, 

Hernandez (Mowatt 68), Dallas, Roofe, Doukara. Subs not used: Green, Ayling, Sacko, Antonsson.  

Attendance: 7,498 (1,510 Leeds). 

 



 

27/08: Nottingham Forest 3-1 Leeds 

Leeds United’s failure to defend properly at corners again proved the club’s undoing in Saturday’s 3-1 

loss at Championship hosts Nottingham Forest. Forest took a 16th-minute lead after Leeds yet again 

failed to clear their lines, allowing Pajtim Kasami to fire the ball home into the top left corner. United 

improved offensively after the break with Hadi Sacko blazing a fine chance over but United’s Achilles 

heel again proved their undoing when Damien Perquis flew through the air from another corner to head 

home and double Forest’s lead with 19 minutes left. Kalvin Phillips then smashed home a sensational 

free-kick to give Leeds hope with seven minutes remaining but Forest finally killed the game off in the 

fifth minute of injury time through a clever finish from Oliver Burke from an acute angle.  

Leeds began brightly with Pablo Hernandez threatening down the left wing and firing the game’s first 

shot wide after six minutes. But Forest went close to taking the lead seven minutes later when a fine 

raking pass from Pajtim Kasami led to a corner from which Oliver Burke’s glancing header produced a 

decent low save from Rob Green. United hit straight back with a corner of their own which whizzed 

across goal but it was a similar story at the other end two minutes as Forest took a 16th-minute lead. 

Henri Lansbury’s left flank deliver was flicked on by danger man Oliver Burke and United yet again failed 

to clear their lines, allowing Kasami to stick out a leg and produce a deadly finish into the top left corner.  

Leeds attempted to rally and Hadi Sacko’s right wing delivery forced ‘keeper Stephen Henderson into a 

juggling act before eventually collecting. But Forest continued to offer by far the greater attacking threat 

with left winger Ben Osborn comfortably on top of his battle with Luke Ayling. The best Leeds could 

offer was a 33rd-minute pea roller from Liam Bridcutt that sailed well wide. Ronaldo Vieira was then 

booked for taking down Henri Lansbury on the edge of the area but Kasami’s free-kick was straight at 

Green. Taylor was then in the right place at the right time to block a dangerous Kasami effort soon after. 

At the other end, Forest continued to look equally shaky at defending corners but Hernandez’s 40th-

minute delivery ended with Charlie Taylor smashing an ambitious volley well wide from 20 yards. As the 

half time interval approached, Hernandez then produced a fine pass to pick out Hadi Sacko in the area 

but the wide man was unable to capitalize and the ball was cleared. But United then went their closest 

yet to scoring in first half stoppage time when Marcus Antonsson’s low effort was desperately 

scrambled away by Stephen Henderson. 

 Whites head coach Garry Monk made no changes during the break, and the restart began with another 

decent pass from Hernandez setting up a half chance for Chris Wood who blazed over from 20 yards. 

Seven minutes later, good play from Lansbury presented a headed opportunity for Kasami but his effort 

lacked power and allowed Green to save. But United then began to offer more of a threat and just shy of 

the hour mark, a Taylor cross caused problems before Sacko’s foul ended a threatening move. Forest, 

though, went very close to doubling their lead just after the hour when United failed to clear a long 

throw and Osborn scrambled the ball narrowly wide. Vieira was then very lucky to avoid a second yellow 

card for a rash challenge and Liam Bridcutt was booked for a similar offence soon after.  

 



 

But United then squandered a fine chance after 67 minutes when Sacko showed great pace to break 

inside but then smashed a powerful effort over the bar. Taylor then fizzed wide from a tight angle as 

Leeds continued to press but United’s main Achilles heel again proved their undoing when they 

conceded from yet another corner with 19 minutes remaining. Lansbury was responsible for the right-

sided delivery from which terrible marking allowed Perquis to fly through the air and head home from 

just four yards out. The goal seemed to signal game over but after Antonsson had headed a half chance 

wide, United pulled a goal back in stunning fashion through substitute Phillips with seven minutes left. 

There appeared little danger as United won a free-kick at least 25 yards out and wide on the left hand 

side but Phillips blasted the ball home with stunning power to the right hand side of Henderson’s net.  

Forest began to panic and Liam Cooper almost leveled when heading wide from an 85th-minute corner 

as United aimed to salvage a draw. A lovely move instigated by another substitute, Kemar Roofe, then 

led to Antonsson forcing a fine save from Henderson in the first minute of injury time. As part of a 

frantic finish, Matty Cash then squandered a brilliant chance to bag Forest’s third when blazing over the 

bar from a counter attack and the miss almost proved costly as a 20-yard volley from Phillips dipped 

narrowly over. But Forest ultimately killed the contest off in the fifth minute of injury time when Burke 

raced into the United area down the byline and cleverly squirmed home a clever finish across goal from 

a tight angle. There was still time for United to squander another great chance when Roofe smashed the 

ball over from close range but the damage was done, as a third league loss from five games left United 

fourth bottom of the Championship going into the international break. 

 Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Cooper, Bartley, Taylor, Bridcutt, Vieira (Phillips 66), Hernandez (Mowatt 

81), Sacko (Roofe 71), Antonsson, Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Jansson, Doukara.   

Attendance: 20,995 (1,925 Leeds). 

 

                                       10/09: Leeds 0-1 Huddersfield Town 

 
LEEDS United dropped into the Championship drop zone as Aaron Mooy’s second-half peach sealed a 1-

0 win for Huddersfield Town in Saturday’s Championship derby at Elland Road. A scrappy derby featured 

six yellow cards and ten minutes of second half injury time in which Leeds were unable to fashion a 

single chance. The defeat leaves Garry Monk’s Whites with just four points from their first six games 

ahead of Tuesday night’s home clash with bottom of the table Blackburn Rovers.  

Leeds were presented with an early potential opening in the third minute when Luke Ayling earned a 

free-kick on the right hand touchline but deliveries from first Alex Mowatt and then Ayling caused 

Huddersfield no problems. A seventh-minute Huddersfield corner then no doubt had United’s faithful 

fearing the season’s sixth goal conceded from such a set piece but new centre-back Pontus Jansson 

headed clear in no-nonsense style on his league debut, in place of the dropped Liam Cooper.  



 

Chris Wood was then denied a clear passage through to goal after 18 minutes as Chris Schindler cleared 

before United wasted their first corner when Ayling conceded a foul in the area. Huddersfield, 

meanwhile, were enjoying plenty of possession but without really threatening and it wasn’t until the 

28th minute that the game’s first attempt on goal arrived when the wrong call from Alex Mowatt saw 

him balloon the ball over the bar from 25 yards. Much more dangerous was an effort from the 

impressive Aaron Mooy just before the half hour mark which fizzed just wide of Rob Green’s right-hand 

post. Town’s Elias Kachunga was then greeted by an offside flag when threatening to burst clear but 

Leeds then went mightily close to scoring at the other end when Chris Wood’s header was glanced just 

wide from a 38th-minute corner taken by Kalvin Phillips. 

 Mooy then wasted a potentially dangerous free-kick for Huddersfield but Leeds were then left incensed 

at two controversial refereeing decisions towards the end of the half. First Marcus Antonsson was sent 

tumbling over in the Huddersfield area by Schindler but referee Roger East waved away strong claims 

for a penalty. Then, seconds later, Mooy went flying into Liam Bridcutt with studs shown but was only 

shown a yellow card when a red looked possible. There were no changes during the interval, after which 

Jonathan Hogg was lucky to escape a yellow card for a late tackle on Jansson. Bridcutt then slid in late to 

bring down Mooy but also avoided a booking.  

But Mooy then provided the perfect response by firing Huddersfield into a 1-0 lead ten minutes after 

the break. Mooy’s initial cross was headed out by Mowatt but Mooy regained possession and unleashed 

a fine effort into the bottom corner from 20 yards out past a sprawling Rob Green. Leeds attempted to 

rally but two Phillips corners were wasted, either side of Tommy Smith getting booked for arguing with 

the linesman. Monk then called for Souleymane Doukara as a 66th-minute substitute for Antonsson, a 

change which was greeted by boos inside Elland Road. Doukara immediately looked lively and fed 

Mowatt whose shot from a very acute angle was smothered by Danny Ward. Huddersfield’s Harry Bunn 

was then booked for a late tackle on Charlie Taylor but yet another poor delivery from Phillips saw 

another chance wasted.  

Rajiv Van La Parra was then yellowed for a foul on Mowatt, after which Jansson earned the game’s fifth 

booking for dissent. Monk then brought on Kemar Roofe for Hadi Sacko with 15 minutes left with Town 

boss David Wagner reacting by bringing on the dangerous Nahki Wells for Kachunga and then Kasey 

Palmer for Jack Payne. And it was Huddersfield who continued to look more threatening with Chris Lowe 

very nearly doubling Town’s lead when his rasping drive from the edge of the box whistled over the bar.  

At the other end, Mowatt’s cross provided Wood with a free header but the striker’s effort was weak 

and into the ground allowing Ward to make an easy save which was made to look dramatic. But only a 

superb save from Green then denied a Huddersfield a second as Van La Parra’s lob from miles out was 

brilliantly tipped over the bar. After Huddersfield were denied a last-minute penalty for Ayling’s shove 

on Van La Parra, Leeds were then given eight minutes injury time to save themselves. But United were 

unable to fashion one single chance in those eight minutes which were actually extended to ten. 

 



 

 Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Jansson, Bartley, Taylor, Bridcutt, Phillips, Mowatt, Sacko (Roofe 75), 

Antonsson (Doukara 66), Wood. Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Cooper, Vieira, Hernandez.  

Attendance: 28,514. 

 

13/09: Leeds 2-1 Blackburn Rovers 

KYLE BARTLEY headed home an 86th-minute winner as Leeds United finally bagged their first home win 

of the season with a tense 2-1 victory against the Championship’s bottom side Blackburn Rovers at 

Elland Road. Leeds took a 65th-minute lead when dropped striker Chris Wood came off the substitute’s 

bench to tap home Hadi Sacko’s cross. United looked to be cruising to a straight-forward victory but 

Rovers had other ideas and levelled with 13 minutes left when another substitute, Marvin Emnes, 

smashed home a drive from the edge of the box. But Leeds bagged a dramatic winner just four minutes 

from time when Alex Mowatt’s right wing free-kick was headed into the roof of the net by Bartley. 

 Blackburn threatened first and in a major way in the seventh minute. A long looping ball over the top 

caught United’s back line napping and Rob Green came hurtling out of his area before clattering Sam 

Gallagher outside of his box. Gallagher was clear but had knocked the ball past Green and towards the 

corner flag, leaving referee James Adcock to issue a yellow and not a red card. After a break in play while 

Green and Gallagher received treatment for injuries, Ben Marshall smashed his free-kick into the wall 

before Craig Conway lashed the rebound over the bar. The heavens then opened in the 14th minute 

with the heavy rain that caused mayhem up and down the country and Green subsequently spilled a 

right flank cross from Conway but a lack of Rovers pressure allowed the ‘keeper to gather at the second 

attempt. At the other end, a left flank Taylor cross was then hacked narrowly over the crossbar by 

Derrick Williams before Eunan O’Kane fired over from range. Sacko then narrowly failed to connect with 

a pulled back cross from Stuart Dallas before Luke Ayling’s low shot was saved.  

Blackburn’s Gordon Greer was then booked for pulling back Pablo Hernandez before Dallas headed wide 

from a 32nd-minute corner, moments before another Dallas header was placed straight at Jason Steele, 

this time from a Hadi Sacko cross. The rain, meanwhile, continued to pour amid dramatic thunder and 

lightning. United’s Sacko was then cautioned for scything down Derrick Williams outside the area but 

United eventually cleared the resulting free-kick and corner. At the other end, the lively Dallas then 

smashed another effort over the bar from outside the box before a rather dull first half was ended after 

seven minutes of injury time. 

 Blackburn then threatened within 30 seconds of the restart when United lost possession and Marshall 

fired just wide from outside the area. Leeds then lost Captain Liam Bridcutt to injury with the midfielder 

replaced by Phillips four minutes into the second half. United then went close when Sacko’s close-range 

attempt was deflected narrowly over the bar by Tommie Hoban before another attempt from Dallas was 

easily saved. 



 

 Hope Akpan’s attempt was then well off target for Rovers and Antonsson then turned neatly before 

firing a powerful drive straight down Jason Steele’s throat. Another Akpan effort at the other end was 

high and not so handsome. Rovers looked there for the taking and after a miscued effort from 

Hernandez was deflected away for a corner, Bartley headed just over from the subsequent set piece. 

Monk then called for the introduction of Wood for Antonsson as the game passed the hour mark and 

the substitution paid instant dividends five minutes later.  

Sacko produced a fine run down the right wing and after skinning Williams and racing to the byline, the 

winger sent over a low cross that whizzed across goal and presented Wood with a tap in. So rarely had 

Blackburn threatened that already a home victory looked assured but from nothing Rovers leveled with 

13 minutes left.  

From a rare foray down the left hand side, the ball was cleared to Emnes on the edge of the area and 

the striker was allowed far too much freedom and the opportunity to pull the trigger. In almost identical 

fashion to the goal conceded against Huddersfield Town on Saturday, a rasping low drive beat Green all 

ends up at his right-hand post. Rovers suddenly looked the more likely team to bag a winner and Green 

had to rush off his line to stop Emnes tapping home a second with nine minutes left. Monk then called 

for Mowatt from the bench, on for O’Kane as his last throw of the dice but Rovers went extremely close 

to netting instead when two stinging shots from Emnes were both parried away by Green.  

But Leeds were to have the last laugh as from an 86th-minute free kick on the right hand flank, 

Mowatt’s free-kick was met by Bartley who powered his header into the roof of the net. United then 

had to survive nine nervy minutes of injury time in which Blackburn forced a series of corners but, unlike 

earlier on in the season, United were able to clear their lines. At the other end, Sacko then missed a 

golden opportunity to make it 3-1 in the seventh minute of injury time but his miss proved immaterial, 

much to the relief of Elland Road. 

 Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Jansson, Bartley, Taylor, Bridcutt (Phillips 49), O’Kane (Mowatt 83), 

Hernandez, Dallas, Sacko, Antonsson (Wood 60). Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Cooper, Doukara. 

Attendance: 19,009. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

17/09: Cardiff City 0-2 Leeds 

 

Leeds United recorded their first set of back to back league victories under head coach Garry Monk as a 

Chris Wood penalty and Pablo Hernandez peach sunk Saturday lunch-time’s Championship hosts Cardiff 

City 2-0. After Pontus Jansson was sent tumbling over from a corner, a cool Wood calmly slotted home a 

62nd-minute penalty. With Cardiff leaving plenty of space at the back seeking a leveler, United then 

bagged their second goal eight minutes from time when Hernandez curled a gem into the top right 

corner.  

Cardiff were given an early opportunity when Jansson misread a clearance and allowed Rickie Lambert 

through but an alert stand-in captain Kyle Bartley managed to clear the danger. A seventh-minute Peter 

Whittingham free-kick from the right flank then caused panic in the Whites box but that delivery and 

two subsequent corners were eventually cleared. Cardiff were dominating and Jansson then needed to 

make a brave sliding tackle to block an effort from Aron Gunnarsson which looked threatening. But 

United then had their first opportunity a few minutes later when a left wing cross from Stuart Dallas 

narrowly evaded Chris Wood on 13 minutes. 

 Cardiff, though, continued to cause Leeds bother and only the woodwork denied the hosts a 15th-

minute opener as Whittingham’s corner was headed onto the outside of the post by Sean Morrison after 

a fingertip save by Rob Green before United cleared. United needed to up their game and Dallas 

produced a neat turn and goal wards run before firing a low effort that was deflected back to ‘keeper 

Ben Amos. Pablo Hernandez then beat three men before playing in Luke Ayling who overcooked his 

cross and Hernandez then went close in the 24th-minute when Cardiff lost possession and the 

Spaniard’s stinging effort was beaten away by Amos. 

 Hadi Sacko was then booked for a foul on Craig Noone for a free-kick which Leeds cleared and United 

then squandered a golden chance at the other end through Wood. Sacko raced clear of Whittingham on 

the right wing and back-heeled to Hernandez who dished up an ideal opening for Wood who was 

unmarked with only Amos to beat from 12 yards out but powered an effort straight down the keeper’s 

throat. At the other end, a Lambert cross was headed just wide, though in any event the offside flag was 

raised. For Leeds, a Sacko cross was then claimed by Amos at the feet of Dallas before Ayling was 

booked for fouling Jazz Richards to concede yet another free-kick from which Cardiff again hit the post, a 

minute before the break.  

Whittingham’s left wing delivery caused penalty box pinball with Gunnarsson’s effort eventually 

deflected towards goal by Lee Peltier and then cannoning back off the left hand post. Leeds began the 

second half on the front foot but failed to make the most of two decent attacks and United were then 

grateful for another cleared header from Jansson to prevent Lambert from nodding home a cross from 

Richards. 



 

 Dallas was then booked for hauling down Gunnarrson for a free-kick which led to a sustained period of 

Cardiff pressure, forcing Jansson to stab an effort from Lambert over the bar. At the other end, Wood 

fired a half chance over from a tight angle just before the hour mark, after which United earned two 

corners. And it was from the second of those corners that referee Graham Scott awarded Leeds a 62nd-

minute penalty when Jansson was shoved to the floor by Connolly. Wood stepped up to take the spot 

kick and showed nerves of steel to stroke home a cool effort into the bottom right corner and send 

Amos the wrong way.  

Cardiff almost immediately leveled when two corners forced Leeds to scramble clear with Green getting 

his hands to a back post header from Lambert. Monk then withdrew Dallas for Kemar Roofe in the 71st 

minute and soon after a beautiful long pass from Ayling played in Wood but his shot was blocked by a 

crucial tackle from Connolly. Roofe then fired over from range as Leeds looked for a second, which 

should have been scored in the 81st minute when United countered two on one but Hernandez elected 

to go it alone rather than slide in Wood. The Spaniard’s shot was deflected into the hands of Amos but 

Leeds continued to threaten and Hernandez then played in Sacko whose stinging low shot was tipped 

around the post by Amos.  

But there was no stopping Leeds in the 82nd minute when the very lively Hernandez again moved 

forward before curling a peach into the top right corner from just inside the area. The goal sparked a 

home exodus from an already quiet Cardiff City Stadium and the Bluebirds never really looked like 

pulling a goal back with two deliveries from Whittingham easily dealt with by Green. And after both 

Hernandez and Wood were substituted to huge applause from the away end, it was United who finished 

on the attack in three minutes of injury time. 

Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Jansson, Bartley, Taylor, Vieira, O’Kane, Hernandez (Phillips 89), Dallas 

(Roofe 71), Sacko, Wood (Antonsson 90). Subs not used: Silvestri, Coyle, Cooper, Mowatt. 

 Attendance: 16, 608. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DW’s News: 

A massive thanks to all who attended on Saturday to witness our 2-0 win at Cardiff.  Our next scheduled 

game is the home tie against Newcastle on Sunday 20th November KO 17-15 UAE. I’m hoping if we carry 

on winning we might be on before that so I’ll keep an eye out.  

 
MOT 

Lee 

 


